
Unofficial translation of page 343, In Smarten Geboren..., 1985.

The caption under the picture reads: Bros Joseph Lasowski gives his vows as the first
Canadian Brother

The next caption under the first column reads: Attention for Canada

The first para in the second column reads:

The second para in the second column (beside “Attention Canada”) reads:

The last para in the scond column has no relevance to Canada.  It discusses the brothers
in Indonesia and the brothers work elsewhere, and references to a transition years where
the Indonesians took over from the Dutch – it was changed so that Indonesians would be
the teachers, but mentions that despite this in 1968 they sent brothers over to Indonesia

The highly developed sense of responsibility was expressed in our own budget.
This remains a delicate business for the new religious lifestyle.  The chance for
becoming secular was large.  By using money for smoking, pocket money and a
growing budget the directors agreed to have the brothers control their own bank
accounts.  The same principal applied for the use of private TV.  At the meeting
of the board, 06 March 1972, the General Superior said in principled there was no
objection, but they were still worried about the impact.  That’s why they didn’t
want to just permit having a television in one’s own room – the board feared that
the congregation would be diminished by that and feared that no one would be
part of communal recreation (they would isolate and fragment)  This did not
happen even though most of the brothers now have their own television

The developments in Canada deserve attention.  Canada is an undertaking which
has had problems The technical school, the novicate and the boarding school are
all more or less a failure, but that was not because of the brothers.  Their impact,
from return to Holland of the brothers, brothers leaving the order, and in recent
years several deaths of brothers so the number of brothers is strongly diminished. 
It was necessary that the General Superior and other board members encourage
these brothers and much respect for this is the outstanding role of Paul Stenick
who had much wisdom to help keep things together.  The brothers, all except one,
have taken Canadian nationality. They haven’t given up.  In 1970 the Minister of
Social Services in Nova Scotia opened an entirely new area of work for the
brothers.  He called Mary’s Hill Home a model for the entire state (province) in
the area of the case of the mentally disabled.   The only Canadian Brother, 
BrotherJoseph Lasowski, completed his perpetual vows in 1972.  The future is 
not clear(misty), but as long as there are brothers a contact with the Netherlands 
will bemaintained.  They will not become strangers in their home country.
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